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Foreword from the editorsAlthough it has been a long time since the launch of issue 1,
this journal is more alive than ever. A hard work has been done
in this period to guarantee the sustainability of this difﬁcult
project. The interest in science and gastronomy is high, but a
bigger effort is needed to eventually ﬁll the gap between these
areas. We ﬁrmly believe that this is possible with the support
of all our community.
This second issue of IJGFS is the conﬁrmation of its arrival. The
articles included in this edition explore diverse phenomena and
theories within the culinary spectrum. We discover the keys for
future research and also the stimuli to develop projects which may
be beneﬁcial for society. We cannot be grateful enough to the
research teams for the fantastic contribution they have made to this
issue. A new educa-economical market has emerged at the
beginning of this so called “century of knowledge and commu-
nication”. It is governed by its own rules and laws. Within this
market and on an illustrative scale, there has been a substantial
increase in the publication of varied gastronomy material. This
sector ranges from the most basic to haute cuisine cookbooks.
Nowadays it has become all too easy to lose track of what our
colleagues are doing. We wistfully regret not having set aside a
space on our shelves for many undoubtedly valuable works. These
books narrate by means of an enveloping language, tremendously
inspiring stories, philosophies and recipes. Nevertheless, if our
aspiration is for cuisine to be deﬁnitively accepted among the other
scientiﬁc disciplines, our publications should reﬂect this very
aspiration, that is to say, it is imperative to produce science based
papers. This might be the only way to build and share common
gastronomy logos. This can mean proving the techniques devel-
oped over the course of time from ancient cooking to the most
controversial avant-garde form. We indeed ought to be able to
demonstrate the power of prejudice in our choice of food or to
show the essential role of creativity in marrying simple but
incredible combinations in a dish. We must solve the conundrum
which explains many culinary procedures based on empirical
foundations which were passed down from generation to13 AZTI-Tecnalia. Production and hosting by Elsevier B.V. All r
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nder responsibility of AZTI-Tecnalia.generation. With our teams, we cooks, in collaboration with
experts, can ﬁgure out these riddles. This is may be an appropriate
point to recall the words of Auguste Escofﬁer in the foreword of
his 1902 book “Le Guide culinaire” when referring to “The art of
cookery”, he stated, “to counteract the disastrous effects of the
modern pace of living on people's nerves, they must become even
more exact and scientiﬁc”. This has never been more true than in
today's kitchens.
“Gastronomy in perspective” is dedicated to all the cultural
aspects of cuisine. It is the area of human and social sciences, a
ﬁeld quite broad where the questions of language and discourse
are especially important. Cuisine is to be tasted of course, but
cuisine has to be spoken too or written. In its history, the role of
books is essential in the production of novelty. Therefore this
question will come quite often, from different angles, in the next
issues. In this second one it is already tackled by M. Pilar Opazo,
from Columbia University, who studies the case of elBulli, and
how the production of discourses by Ferran Adriá and his team
was a driver of innovation, not only for elBulli but for the whole
industry. Drawing on ethnographic data Opazo analyses the role
of this key driver of innovation: the systematic documentation
and publishing of a discourse. Opazo underlines how this
approach, prior to the mass use of social media, was unusual,
and identiﬁes in the case under study three functions for this
discourse, that lead to the diffusion and institutionalization of
innovations: conceptualization, socialization and control. Addi-
tionally Opazo points to the potential contribution of discourse as
a driver in other industries following creative paths. Incidentally,
in her article Opazo, as many others, uses concepts belonging to
the world of arts, and this question will certainly occur in some of
the next issues.
“Science and Gastronomy” contains simultaneously the two
elements that are intrinsic to this journal: inspiration from the
chef's point of view and understanding in scientiﬁc terms. In
this issue the speciﬁc topics that balance these two elements
nicely are ﬂambe-cooking and caviar spheriﬁcation.ights reserved.
